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• Global cloud-led, data-centric software 
company

• Industry-leading software, systems, 
and cloud services

• Founded in 1992, headquartered in 
San Jose, California

• $5.74B FY21 revenue

• 11,000+ employees and 4,000+ partners 
helping organizations thrive in a hybrid 
multi-cloud world

• Fortune 500 company (NASDAQ: NTAP)
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NetApp at a glance
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Industry-leading software and systems

Object 
storage

Converged and hybrid 
cloud infrastructure

Flash and 
hybrid storage

Protection
and security

Enterprise 
solutions

Industry-leading cloud services

Cloud
storage

Compute 
operations

Cloud
controls

Cloud services 
and analytics

Industry-leading solutions with an open ecosystem of partners
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We are a global cloud-led,
data-centric software company 

that gives organizations everywhere 
the freedom to put data to work in the 

applications that elevate their business



We unlock the best of cloud
We help organizations around the world thrive in a hybrid cloud world
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Full portfolio solutions for next-
generation collaboration and 
production pipeline

Saving lives with new data-driven 
public, hybrid, and multi-cloud 
application infrastructures

On-prem and hybrid cloud infra-
structure for one of the world’s 
largest database environments

More customer stories on NetApp.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More customer stories on NetApp.com: https://www.netapp.com/customers/#t=CustomerStories&sort=relevancy&f:@facet_language_mktg=%5BEnglish%5DPolygon Pictures (APAC)Environment: Google Cloud, NFS CIFS, REST API, Cloud Tiering, Snapshot, SnapMirror, NAS, VDI, Containers, Kubernetes, FlexCache, 3D CGI, CVO for GCP, CVOPolygon Pictures has produced many overseas works, such as Tron: Rising (Disney), Transformers (Hasbro Studio), and Star Wars: Clone Wars (Lucasfilm). Eight Emmy Awards confirm the high quality of the company’s work and the outstanding creativity of the production team. With the growth of the content distribution business, as represented by Netflix and Amazon Prime Video, the industry is paying attention to Polygon Pictures. They built their pipeline for accelerating collaboration between creators and the world using CVO in GCP. Polygon Pictures, which sends cutting-edge 3DCG animated works to the world, is promoting the construction of the third-generation video production Cloud-Based Pipeline System (PPiP3.0). NetApp Cloud Volumes ONTAP (CVO) drives this system running on Google Cloud enabling file access (NFS, CIFS) from various 3DCG production applications. CVO greatly contributes to improving the cost performance of the entire storage system through excellent data compression and deduplication and automated tiering with object storage. By 2022, Polygon Pictures will complete the next-generation production platform (T-3) consisting of its third-generation pipeline (PPiP3.0) and virtual studio (vPPI) to empower creators all over the world. The company plans to accelerate collaboration and growth strategies with an eye on the global market._____CONA (AMER)Environment: ANF, SAP HANA, Cloud Manager CONA is Coke One North America. Coca-Cola bottlers in North America move a lot of product on a daily basis. The bottlers use CONA Services as an IT provider to manage the sales and distribution. SAP HANA is the application environment and theirs is one of the world’s largest instances. With such huge volumes of data and constant changes in demand, CONA needed a cloud solution that could handle the heavy lifting. CONA had implemented Microsoft Azure and Microsoft later suggested a Azure NetApp Files solution. According to CONA, NeApp "saved the day.” It was a migration of one of the largest scale-out HANA databases in the world. _____Siemens Healthineers (EMEA)Environment: Azure, CVO in Azure, GFC, AI, DevOps, hybrid cloud. Currently evaluating Keystone and Spot.Siemens Healthineers puts cloud at the heart of a global strategyAs medical science has pushed for improvements in equipment, the resulting technologies to support them have constantly improved. Across radiology, MRIs, CT scans, and recent developments in artificial intelligence (AI), we understand more about the human body and how to treat it because of Siemens Healthineers.Siemens Healthineers is a leading manufacturer of devices for medical imaging, testing, and diagnostics. More than 50,000 employees and an extended network of partners are imagining and building these data-dependent devices. And NetApp cloud services are helping them do it better. Data volumes were growing dramatically in every area of the business: development, production, manufacturing, applications, and data services. This explosive growth made a dispersed approach unsustainable. Just two years ago, the cloud and on-premises data center teams merged, adopting a cloud-first strategy for the future. Today, Siemens Healthineers operates seven major data centers. NetApp is at the heart of them all representing about 80% of the installation. The effort to consolidate the on-premises environments and expand cloud services is on an increasingly aggressive timeline.Santhanakannan Ramasamy, IT Strategy and Digitalization Solution Architect on the Siemens Healtheneers cloud team, said that performance issues and networking costs rose as users pinged requests from the cloud to the on-premises environment and back again. To migrate the data to Azure, Ramasamy and the team deployed NetApp Cloud Volumes ONTAP high availability for production data. Cloud Volumes ONTAP also serves a DevOps business unit for storing build repositories. Teams in the United States and India were regularly exchanging 5TB active build datasets in a very slow, inefficient, and expensive process. By consolidating the DevOps NetApp Global File Cache data on Cloud Volumes ONTAP and by leveraging Global File Cache (GFC), the global teams can collaborate on the same dataset and save time and money. In the future, they may actually choose to run different applications on different hyperscalers. (More info to come.)

https://www.netapp.com/customers/#t=CustomerStories&sort=relevancy&f:@facet_language_mktg=%5BEnglish%5D
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Business priorities include an 
accelerated timeline for digital 
transformation

Today's business imperatives
• Create new customer and employee experiences
• Develop innovative business opportunities
• Optimize operations for cost, scalability, agility,

and speed

Today’s technology imperatives
• Future proof on-prem investments for a 

cloud-next world
• Move enterprise workloads to the cloud –

they're ready
• Continually pursue the promise of cloud-native 

innovation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Business priorities detailShort-term: Ensure business continuityCost optimizationRemote work enablementRemote customer engagementMedium-term: Transform the businessBusiness resilienceDigitize customer experienceAccelerate digital product, service innovationBuild digital value chain and ecosystem Implement digital operationsTalent and organizationTechnology prioritiesDigital transformation accelerationModernizing applications and infrastructureStandardization, abstraction and automationRefactoringReplacementCloud accelerationDevOps, containers, microservicesCloud/SaaS application migrationData mining, analytics and AIVertical industryProcess automationInterest in new IT procurement models
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Source: Flexera 2021 State of the Cloud Report, 2021
Survey conducted October and November 2020; N=750

87%
of enterprises have a

hybrid cloud strategy

93%
of enterprises have a 
multi-cloud strategy



Data-driven digital 
transformation

is a top priority

Speed
is essential to respond

to customers and
changing conditions

Software and apps
are at the very center: 

business is a
software game

Operational efficiency
is critical for driving speed 

and profit, especially in 
cloud environments
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What we know organizations of all types and sizes are facing
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On-premises and in the cloud, NetApp unlocks the best of both

Today, most organizations operate 
in a hybrid cloud environment

Public clouds

Hybrid environment

Only NetApp delivers an innovative, no-compromise, unified hybrid cloud experience

On premises

Enterprise IT
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We help organizations build their data fabric to accelerate digital transformation

Hybrid environment

On premises Public clouds

Hybrid environment
Enterprise IT

Bring the simplicity
and flexibility of cloud to

the enterprise data center

Bring enterprise data
services to the

public cloud

ONTAP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data fabric makes it all work Having ONTAP both on premises and in the cloud is a powerful advantage NetApp covers the entire hybrid cloud spectrum with a seamless set of capabilities and data services spanning from on-prem to cloud No matter where organizations are on their transformation journey, an investment is NetApp is future-proof That’s the NetApp advantage that only the NetApp data fabric can provide  This is why customers are confidently expanding with NetApp



How we do it
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Bring the simplicity and flexibility 
of cloud to the enterprise data center

Bring enterprise data services 
to the public cloud
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We provide industry-leading software, systems, and cloud services

Bring the simplicity and flexibility 
of cloud to the enterprise data center

Bring enterprise data services 
to the public cloud

Object
storage

Converged and 
hybrid cloud 
infrastructure

Flash and
hybrid storage

Industry-leading software and systems

Protection
and security

Enterprise
solutions

Industry-leading cloud services

Cloud
storage

Compute 
operations

Cloud
controls

Cloud services
and analytics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The breadth and depth of our product and solutions portfolio against the backdrop of strategyNetApp has built an open ecosystem of products and solutions to help organizations build their data fabric on their terms, starting with what’s most important to them.



Cloud
storage

Compute 
operations

Cloud
controls

Cloud services
and analytics

Object
storage

Converged and 
hybrid cloud 
infrastructure

Flash and
hybrid storage

Protection
and security

Enterprise
solutions
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Our solutions address crucial workloads in the cloud and on premises

Bring the simplicity and flexibility 
of cloud to the enterprise data center

Bring enterprise data services 
to the public cloud

AI and
data lakes

Enterprise
workloads

Data 
protection

Virtualization/
Container

Cloud
operations

Cost
optimization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The breadth and depth of our product and solutions portfolio against the backdrop of strategyNetApp has built an open ecosystem of products and solutions to help organizations build their data fabric on their terms, starting with what’s most important to them.
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Market leaders across diverse industries rely on NetApp

Media

Financial
services

10

9

Healthcare

Aerospace 
and defense

Oil and gas

10

10

9

Life science

Construction

Telcos

10

5

10

High tech

Retailers

Automotive

10

10

9

Software and IT

Business
services

Insurance

10

9

8 10

10

8

Manufacturing

Transportation

Consumer
products

Source: NetApp Market Intelligence, December 2020; includes software, systems, and cloud services customers.

X of the top 10 companies in their industries use NetApp

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leaders rely on NetAppA large installed base of very satisfied organizationsLeading companies across top verticalsThey look to NetApp to solve their expanding workload challenges.They look for NetApp leadership across flash, object, public cloud, private cloud, and hybrid cloud and to meet their increasing needs.
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Our people are the best in the industry

NetApp is home to more than 
11,000 passionate and diverse 
software, systems, and cloud 
specialists around the world
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www.netapp.com
twitter.com/NetApp
linkedin.com/company/NetApp
facebook.com/NetApp
instagram.com/NetApp

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Complete hyperlinks:Twitter: https://twitter.com/NetAppLinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/netapp/Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/NetApp/Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/netapp/

https://twitter.com/NetApp
https://www.linkedin.com/company/netapp/
https://www.facebook.com/NetApp/
https://www.instagram.com/netapp/
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